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Abstract: Speech coding has turned out to be one of the most vital techniques in telecommunications 
and in the multimedia communications. Existing speech coding techniques are appropriate only for 
inactive location and disgrace the speech quality. Voice quality improvement is an imperative 
characteristic to any speech communication scheme. Speech improvement and noise 
diminution techniques can significantly progress identification rates of habitual speech recognition 
schemes and develop the perceptual voice superiority of a hands-free communication system. To 
establish the possibility of occurrence of speech, multi-channel noise diminution methods are 
presented. In our research work, we plan to present a Multi-Channel Noise Reduction model for 
Speech Enhancement in non-stationary environment of voice communication. At first, the present 
work illustrated the Speech and Noise Characteristic Identifier for VMR-WB speech encoding using 
sub band filters. Sub band filter is designed with Differentiated Quadrature Mirror Filter (DQMF) 
banks. DQMF provide duplicate identifier during filtering and sub sampling at encoding stage and 
cancelled the noise variant at decoding stage. Experimental simulation for the proposal is conducted 
under various channel signal and noise conditions to show the performance of the speech enhancement 
scheme. 
 
Key words: VMR-WB, Speech encoding, Sub band filters, Differentiated Quadrature Mirror Filter 

(DQMF) banks  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Speech coding is the procedure of producing a modestly unnecessary demonstration of the speech sign that 
can be proficiently broadcasted or stored in digital media and interpreting the signal with considerable 
perceptual eminence. Third Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) has newly selected Variable Rate 
Multimode Wide Band (VMR-WB) speech codec for WB speech and further compact disk services. The codec 
employs knowledgeable coding forms optimized for different program of speech signal which includes of 
standard coding supported on Adaptive Multirate Wideband (AMR-WB) for transients and inceptions, voiced 
regulations optimized for established voiced signs, unvoiced system optimized for voiceless parts and relieve 
noise creation for stationary parts. The implication of WB speech for third-generation portable communications 
has been accredited inside Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) by instigating the AMR-WB speech 
codec in 2001. 

The significance of wideband speech coding, in addition to a requirement for distinctive knowledge to 
instruct speech, music and varied content has been accepted in current years. Even though narrowband 
parametric speech codec silently control in today’s telecommunication schemes, it can be projected that 
wideband speech codec will slowly return them, as they present more normal noise and decrease the 
eavesdropping effort. 

In VMR-WB, a speech border can be approximately categorized into one of four subsequent speech classes:  
 Inactive frames are distinguished by the nonexistence of speech motion.  
 Voiceless speech frames are distinguished by a episodic construction and energy deliberation to senior 

frequencies.  
 Expressed speech frames encompass an obvious quasi periodic character with energy concerted mostly 

in short frequencies.  
 Any other edge is classified as a conversion having hastily varying uniqueness. 
 
A noise judgment algorithm acts as an imperative function in speech development. Speech improvement for 

habitual speaker identification scheme, Man–Machine communiqué, Voice identification schemes, speech 
coders, Hearing aids, Video conferencing and numerous requests are connected to speech handing out. VMR-
WB was initially considered as a cdma2000 native codec for wideband or narrowband accent and compact disk 
forces. The cdma2000 principles are urbanized by Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). Contrast to the 
conventional narrowband (NB) telephony bandwidth of 200–3400 Hz, the wideband (WB) speech sign of 50–
7000 Hz gives considerably enhanced speech superiority, genuineness, and adds a reaction of clear 
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communication. The significance of wide band speech for 3G mobile transportation has been standard inside 
3GPP by accepting the Adaptive Multi Rate Wideband (AMR-WB) speech codec. The similar codec has been 
consequently assumed by the worldwide Telecommunication Union (ITU). The procedure of VMR-WB is 
prohibited by speech signal uniqueness (i.e., source-controlled) and by the traffic situation of the system during 
assortment of the method of procedure. The VMR-WB core knowledge is based on AMR-WB codec. Requests 
of VAD comprise speech appreciation, voice firmness, noise deduction/cancellation, and echo termination. The 
precision of the VAD contain a huge force on the presentation of the algorithms that count on the VAD choices, 
therefore numerous approaches have been urbanized counting energy stage discovery, zero crossing rates, 
periodicity, LPC detachment, ethereal energy allocation, timing, pitch, zero crossings, cepstral appearances and 
adaptive noise representations. An imperative deliberation for the VAD algorithm is the processing power 
mandatory. 

Over the precedent two decades, the study on proficient plan of filter banks has established substantial 
concentration as enhanced design can have considerable blow on frequent fields for instance speech coding, 
messing up, image giving out, and communication of numerous signals during same guide. Amongst the 
different filter stocks, two-channel QMF bank was the primary kind of filter bank employed in signal processing 
requests for sorting out signals into sub bands and rebuilding them from personality sub bands. Consequently, a 
considerable advancement has been completed in other grounds like analog to digital (A/D) converter, antenna 
systems, and design of wavelet base owing to progresses in QMF bank.  

In this work, we are going to present a new technique for enhancing the quality of speech encoding systems 
by implementing the DQMF technique. The paper is organized as follows. A brief introduction has been 
presented in this section. Section 2 illustrates the related studies on existing techniques for QMF banks, speech 
encoding systems, VMR-WB and so on.  Section 3 illustrates the major DQMF technique with sub-band filters 
for efficient speech recognition system. The evaluation and comparisons are made at section 4 and 5, followed 
by conclusion in section 6. 

 
Literature Review: 

VBR speech coding method is essential for finest implementation and intrusion organization of the Code 
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) schemes. In source prohibited VBR coding, the codec can gathering at 
abundant bit rates and a rate collection technique is employed to discover out the bit rate appropriate for 
programming every speech frame supported on the uniqueness of the speech signal (Milan Jelinek, and Redwan 
Salami, 2007). The objective is to accomplish the finest speech superiority with less noise during speech 
improvement. But, VMR-WB speech coding technique chosen degrades eminence of speech since of the noise 
diminution algorithm which is apposite only for motionless atmosphere. This research centers on the speech 
improvement approach (AMR Wideband Speech Codec). The major division of a realistic speech improvement 
scheme is the valuation of the noise authority spectrum. The customary method is too usual the noisy signal in 
excess of non-speech sections. Speech pause recognition is either realized on a frame-by-frame foundation 
(Kim, N.S. and J.-H. Chang, 2000) or assessed separately for being sub-bands during a posteriori Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) (Mathivanan, M. and S. Chenthur Pandian,  2012; Mathivanan, M. et al.,  2011). But, the 
recognition constancy severely declines for week speech sections and small input SNR. Furthermore, the 
amount of presumable non-speech sections in the signal might not be sufficient, which confines the tracking 
possible of the noise estimator in case of unbalanced noise range. Alternatively, the noise can be assessed from 
histograms in the power ethereal field (Milan Jelínek et al., 2007; Sathish Chandran et al., 2010). But, such 
methods are computationally exclusive. 

 The presentation of the noise power evaluation in speech improvement schemes has been measured to be 
an essential section (Kumar, G.K. Singh et al., 2009; Valle, Y.D., et al., 2008; Jou, Y.D., 2007). Particularly, the 
mobile phone is very inclined to complicated environments relating to non-stationary noise and squat input SNR 
ratio. Conservative techniques paying attention to average the deafening signal in excess of non-speech segment 
during a Voice motion Detector (VAD). Virtually, the Minima forbidden Recursive Averaging (MCRA) method 
is measured to be one of the thriving noise power inference (Cohen and B. Berdugo, 2002; Cohen, 2003; 
Stouten, V., et al., 2006; Fan, N., J. Rosca and R. Balan, 2007). It appraises noise by averaging previous haunted 
power standards with a leveling parameter that is untouched by the speech occurrence possibility in sub-bands. 
The consequential noise power assessment supported on the possibility of speech occurrence is recognized to be 
computationally skilled. But, this technique is vulnerable to chronological difference as the speech presence 
possibility considerably depends on the current examination of a specified frame. Otherwise, Shin et al., (Shin, 
J.W., et al., 2008) presented a new technique to Voice movement recognition (VAD) taking into version the 
inter-frame association of voice movement supported on the provisional greatest A Posteriori (MAP) principle. 
The provisional MAP approach was originally stimulated by the revise that the speech occurrence of a specified 
frame is supported on not only the current surveillance but also on the voice doings in the preceding frame. 
Jong-Mo Kum and Joon-Hyuk Chang (2009) presented a MCRA-based noise power assessment employing the 
second-order provisional greatest A Posteriori (CMAP) standard for speech augmentation. In order to discover 
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out professionally the speech presence possibility of the MCRA method, the inter-frame association of speech 
movement is measured based on the second-order CMAP, which is supported on both the current examination 
of a specified frame and the speech attendance decision in the preceding two frames. This technique is accepted 
for a speech improvement approach and is anticipated with purpose superiority test trials under a assortment of 
ambient noise environments. 

Zavarehei et al., (2007) presented a post-processing speech reinstatement part for humanizing the 
presentation of conventional speech improvement techniques. The major objective of reinstatement unit is to 
recover sections of speech range that might be misplaced to noise or concealed when using conventional speech 
augmentation techniques. The proposed re-establishment approach makes employ of a Harmonic plus point 
Noise Model (HNM) of speech to regain flawed speech structure. A customized HNM of speech is accessible in 
which, the idea of harmonicity is engaged which is more appropriate to the codebook drawing method used in 
the later phase of improvement rather than the customary binary cataloging of the signal in every subband as 
expressed or voiceless. HNM codebook drawing approach is planned so as to reinstate the misplaced or 
suppressed data. The HNM codebook is skilled on speaker-independent speech data. A haunted energy 
normalization procedure is presented so as to reduce the compassion of the HNM codebook to lecturer 
inconsistency. This post-processing method is assessed as an add-on unit with plentiful popular noise diminution 
techniques. The presentation of this post-processing technique is compared with conventional speech 
improvement systems which illustrate considerable development in perceptual quality.  

The author provided an iterative approach that contacts data among the speech augmentation and speaker 
recognition actions. With cleaner speech, it is proficient to construct better detection choices and with the 
presenter reliant priors, it is clever to improve speech development presentation. The experiments are accepted 
out employing the TIMIT data set which discovered that speech improvement presentation of the algorithm by 
assessing Signal-To-Noise (SNR) ratio augmentation and perceptual superiority improvement by means of the 
Perceptual appraisal of Speech superiority (PESQ) score. The author also demonstrated the ability of the 
approach to execute Voice Activity Detection (VAD). It is obviously practical from the experimental results 
that, the precision of the speaker recognition accuracy has significantly enhanced. 

 
Proposed Vmr-Wb Speech And Noise Characteristics Identifier Using Sub Band Filters: 

The proposed work is efficiently designed for enhancing the speech encoding system by implementing the 
sub band filter technique. The variable bit rate (VBR) speech coding notion is critical for finest process and 
interfering power of the code separation numerous access (CDMA) systems. In source-controlled VBR systems, 
the codec drives at numerous bit rates, and a rate collection method is employed to decide the bit rate 
appropriate for training every speech frame supported on the distinctiveness of the speech sign (e.g., expressed, 
voiceless, transitory, background noise). The objective is to accomplish the best speech quality at a specified 
average bit rate (ABR). The ABR is forbidden by the scheme during a sort of procedure depending on network 
capability and the preferred quality of service. This allows the codec with a method of transaction among system 
capability and speech quality where the codec presentation is enhanced by mounting the ABR. 

To develop the speech quality transversely the data ranges, the proposed work presented sub band filtering 
technique. The sub band filter technique is operated based on the approach Differentiated Quadrature Mirror 
Filter (DQMF) banks. DQMF provide duplicate identifier during filtering and sub sampling at encoding stage 
and cancelled the noise variant at decoding stage. The architecture diagram of the proposed VMR-WB speech 
and noise chraracteristics identifier using sub band filters [SNCISF] is shown in fig.1. 

 
From the fig. 1, it is being shown that the proposed SNCISF provides an enahcned speech encoding system. 

The VMR-WB is describes as a multimode codec system sonsistes of several teypes of signals with varied 
frequencies. Normally, a frequency has some noise in it. For this type of VMR-WB signals with varied 
frequencies, there is a greater chance of noise to be presented here. So, it is to be cautious in removing the noise 
in VMR-WB sppech encoding system.  

In this work, we implement speech and noise chraracteristics identifier using sub band filters [SNCISF] for 
VMR-WB. The proposed SNCISF uses sub band filtering technique to filter the speech encoding system with no 
noise. The sub band fltering system is accessed using Differentiated Quadrature Mirror Filter (DQMF) banks. 
DQMF is a most commonly used filter to implement a filter bank for the process of splitting an input dignals 
into two bands. DQMF provides three types of processes. They are, 

 
i) Filtering 
ii) Encoding 
iii) Decoding 
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Fig. 1: Architecture diagram of the proposed SNCISF 

 
At filtering stage, DQMF provides duplicate iedntifier and implemented sub sampling codes at encoding 

stage. Finally, at decoding stage, the noise variants in the signals are removed and provide noise speech 
recognition systems. 

 
Sub-band filter: 

The procedure of flouting the input speech into sub bands using band pass filters and coding every band 
individually is termed as sub band coding. To remain the number of models to be implied at a least amount, the 
sampling rate for the frequencies of the signals in every band is condensed by decimation. Obviously, as the 
band pass filters are not idyllic, there have common characteristics among adjoining bands and aliasing happens 
through decimation. Disregarding the deformation or noise owing to density, Quadrature mirror filter (QMF) 
banks permit the aliasing that happens through filtering and sub-sampling at the encoder to be cancelled at the 
decoder. The codec used in every band might be an analysis-by-synthesis technique. The benefit of sub band 
coding is that every band can be coded in a different way and that the coding inaccuracy in every band can be 
forbidden in relation to human perceptual distinctiveness. 

 
 Differentiated Quadrature Mirror filtering technique: 

In two channels QMF bank, input signal (x[n]) is separated into two identical subbands by the way of 

implementing analysis filters ))();(( 10 zAzA  and then, these subbands are decimated by a factor two. At last, 

these are some up sampled prior to being reconstructed into the frequencies of output signals y[n] by the way of 

implementing synthesis filters ))();(( 10 zSzS . The primary framework of a DQMF bank to be measured is 

shown in Fig. 2, the reconstructed output signal frequecies is expressed as,  
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Where, Y (z) is the restructured signal and X (z) is the unique signal. From Eqn. (1), the outcome of the 
system holds two conditions. Primary term, T(z) is the preferred transformation of the input to the output, 
termed as deformation transport utility, whilst second term, A(z) is aliasing deformation, which can be entirely 
eradicated with exercise of the stipulation specified by Eqn. (2). 
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Fig. 2: Quadrature Mirror filter bank 
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Consequently, Eqn. (1) turns into 
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It involves that the entire design crisis of filter bank decreases to fortitude of the filter taps coefficients of a 

small pass sort out A0 (z), termed as a prototype filter. Let A0 (z) be a linear phase restricted impulse retort (FIR) 
filter with flat length (N): 
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If all exceeding declared conditions are arranged, the overall transport utility of DQMF bank is condensed 

to Eqn.(5) 
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0   jj eAeA it fallout in ideal renovation; the output signal is precise reproduction 

of the key in signal. The proposed algorithm is supported on the sample filter retort in general retort of filter 
bank at rate (ω=0.5π). The objective function (E) is created by employing subjective sum of mean square of 
errors in these retorts. 
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Where, EFB is the four-sided figure of fault in filter bank retort at rate (ω=0.5π). Because, the amplitude 

retorts of a squat pass filter in stop band and pass band are zero and one correspondingly. Consequently, Ep and 
Es are the mean square error in pass band and stop band specified by Eqns. (7) and (8). 
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As A0 (z) is a short pass filter by means of linear stage retort (h0 (n) =h0 (N-n-1)), whose frequency retort is 
specified Eqn. (4), which can be revised in Eqn. (9) 
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The amplitude retort, A (ω) is termed as 
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Where, b = [b0, b1, b2... bN/2], and 
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Using Eqns. (10) and (11), preceding Eqns. (6), (8) and (9) can be employed as follows: 
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Where, C is matrix, whose essentials C (m, n) is specified by 
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Where, A and B are [(N-1)/2-m] and [(N-1)/2-n] correspondingly. At last, the intention function created in 

Eqn. (7) can be redrafted as: 
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It is in quadratic structure with no limitation. In the algorithm presented here, the component energy 

restraint is forced inside some pre-specified bound. The design algorithm proceeds during the subsequent steps: 
 
Step 1: Imagine primary values of 1 2 a ,a ,b , �1,ωp,ωs, and N. 

Step 2: Start with a primary vector TNhhhh ]1)2/(().....1()0([ 0000  pleasing the unit energy 

restraint within a pre-determined easiness, i.e. 
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Step 3: Optimize intention purpose eqn. (16) employing unrestrained optimization technique for the specific 

tolerance. 
Step 4: Assess all the constituent filters of QMF bank employing h0. 
 
With the above steps, the sub band filters efficiently cancel the noise variants present in the signals.  
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Experimental Evaluation: 
An experimental evaluation is conducted with the set of input signal frequencies and can be implemented in 

MATLAB. The presentation of the VMR-WB customary has been properly assessed and distinguished by 
3GPP2. This section presents an outline of preferred test results. At first, the presentation of the codec was 
estimated for clear speech with diverse input signal stages (insignificant point, small point, high level input) and 
self-tandem situation. Then, the sturdiness of the codec to control errors (0%, 1%, 3%, and 6% of removed 
edges) and 1% CDMA dim-and burst signing was benchmarked. The performance beneath diverse background 
noise circumstances (car noise at 10- and 20-dB SNR, office noise at (20-dB SNR) was assessed lastly. For the 
input signals, we first filter the signals based on sub band filtering mechanism. The sub band filtering processes 
is done based on Differentiated Quadrature Mirror Filter (DQMF) banks. DQMF process is briefly described in 
filter technique. The performance of the proposed VMR-WB speech and noise chraracteristics identifier using 
sub band filters [SNCISF] is measured in terms of  

i) Channel capacity 
ii) SNR 
iii) Speech quality 
iv) Noise levels 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this section, we are going to compare the proposed SNCISF scheme with the other existing pitch tracking 

algorithms (PTA) and MCRA (minima controlled recursive averaging). The below table and graph describes the 
performance of the proposed VMR-WB speech and noise chraracteristics identifier using sub band filters.  

 
Table 1: Signal frequencies vs. Channel capacity 

Signal frequencies (Hz) 
Channel capacity (kbps) 
VMR-WB AMR-WB 

5 1500 800 
10 2600 950 
15 3400 1100 
20 3900 1600 
25 4500 1900 
30 5600 2200 

 
The channel capacity is identified and measured for both VMR-WB and AMR-WB and the obtained values 

are shown in table 1. 
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Fig. 3: Signal frequencies vs. Channel capacity 

 
Fig .3 describes the channel capacity obtained by the VMR-WB and AMR-WB. The channel capacity is 

computed based on how amount of frequencies of signals that can be reliably transmitted into the channel over a 
communication channel. From fig .3, it is revealed that VMR-WB performs better than AMR-WB at parallel 
rates. This is primarily owing to the VBR procedure of VMR-WB that provides the encoder authorization to 
choose an optimized coding system and bit rate depending on the signal group in every frame. Contrast to 
AMR-WB, the VMR-WB broadcasts high rate of signal frequencies in short interval of time.  
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Table 2: SNR vs. Speech quality 

SNR (db) 
Speech quality 
Proposed SNCISF Existing PTA Existing MCRA 

5 2.512 2.05 1.946 
10 2.634 2.398 2.294 
15 2.851 2.723 2.635 
20 2.614 2.339 2.315 
25 2.814 2.68 2.645 
30 2.989 2.956 2.927 
35 3.412 3.145 2.029 

 
The quality and clarity of speech is identified based on the SNR obtained which is depicted in table 2. 
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Fig. 4: SNR vs. Speech quality 

 
Fig .4 evaluates the performance of the proposed technique in terms of speech quality. The speech quality is 

measured based on the SNR obtained through the frequencies of signals. The SNR values are measured in terms 
of decibels (db). With the db, the quality of speech is measured. Compared to an existing techniques PTA and 
MCRA, the proposed SNCISF provides a good quality of speech without any noise.  

 
Table 3: Output signal frequencies vs. Noise levels 

Output signal 
frequencies 

Noise levels (%) 
Proposed SNCISF Existing PTA Existing MCRA 

5 2 8 9 
10 4 16 17 
15 7 22 23 
20 11 26 28 
25 14 32 35 
30 17 36 38 
35 20 40 43 

 
The noise level occurred at the outcome of the signals frequencies of both the proposed and existing 

techniques are illustrated in table 3. 
Fig .5 depicts the noise level occurred at the signal frequencies. By applying the appropriate techniques like 

SNCISF, PTA and MCRA, the noise level in the proposed SNCISF is comparatively low to the other works. 
Since the proposed SNCISF followed the sub band filtering technique, the noise presents in the signal 
frequencies are removed efficiently. The variance in the noise levels is 50-60% low in the proposed SNCISF. At 
last, the proposed SNCISF efficiently accessed the input signals and discard the noise variants presents in the 
signals by adapting sub band filters. Sub band filters considerably used the DQMF technqiue to enhance the 
sppech quality.  
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Fig. 5: Output signal frequencies vs. Noise levels 

 
Conclusion: 

In this work, we have presented new technique termed DQMF for variable-rate WB speech coding 
employed in VMR-WB codec, newly preferred as the novel 3GPP2 customary for wideband speech services. 
The codec has been preferred as an obvious champ in spite of an auxiliary restraint of interoperability with 
3GPP/ITU AMR-WB standard. Whilst the paper provided a codec synopsis, the major center has been on a 
comprehensive explanation of the innovative DQMF algorithm, the prophecy in filter quantization, and 
proficient frame crossing out suppression centered not only on filters the effort signals, but also on swift meting 
out on sub sampling at encoding stage and cancelled the noise variant at decoding stage. VMR-WB has been 
performed well in terms of removing the noise variants and provided an overview for an operation with WB 
input/output signals. On the other hand, its presentation with conventional telephony bandwidth signals is 
analogous to the state-of-the-art NB codec. 
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